We present a method to fabricate, assemble dope-coded biosensing particles, and demonstrate a scalable high throughput protein detection application. The coded biosensing particles ͑8 m in diameter and 280 nm thick͒ are composed of biosensing/coding/magnetic/adhesive layers and coded via patterned boron doping. Coding via doping is powerful in that it can be easily decoded, permits scalability of bit sizes down to tens of nanometers, generates a large number of codes, and retains uniform particle size and shape independent of particle code for consistent protein analysis. Following suspension phase protein binding, the dope-coded biosensing particles are extracted with an external magnet and analyzed with an atomic force microscope.
We present a method to fabricate, assemble dope-coded biosensing particles, and demonstrate a scalable high throughput protein detection application. The coded biosensing particles ͑8 m in diameter and 280 nm thick͒ are composed of biosensing/coding/magnetic/adhesive layers and coded via patterned boron doping. Coding via doping is powerful in that it can be easily decoded, permits scalability of bit sizes down to tens of nanometers, generates a large number of codes, and retains uniform particle size and shape independent of particle code for consistent protein analysis. Following suspension phase protein binding, the dope-coded biosensing particles are extracted with an external magnet and analyzed with an atomic force microscope. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2166700͔ Protein detection is essential for thorough clinical diagnostics and drug development.
1 High throughput protein analysis is frequently achieved with the use of microarrays made by robotic spotting machines. Such machines essentially print arrays of proteins by ejecting or stamping protein droplets. 2 Though protein spotting has proven to be a useful technique, several key drawbacks exist: maximum spot density is limited by optical detection methods which require several tens to hundreds of microns per spot, much of the active surface area on a spotted substrate is unused to permit adequate spot-to-spot separation, and use of a spotted substrate is cumbersome, because careful attention must be paid to cross contamination, droplet alignment and adhesion, protein dehydration, and fluorescence quenching. [3] [4] [5] An alternative method to protein detection utilizes suspended particles, each modified with particular proteins and identity codes. 6 Such coded particle systems exhibit several key advantages over the conventional spotting based technologies. "Spot" densities are greater with coded particles since they do not require spot-to-spot separation. In addition, concerns of neighbor protein cross contamination are reduced because immobilization of primary protein to substrate occurs on completely separable substrates. Since protein/ analyte binding occurs while coded particles are suspended in solution, analyte transport and protein activity are enhanced. 7 Suspension phase protein binding also eliminates the spotting concerns of drop adhesion and alignment, and protein dehydration.
We demonstrate the use of dope-coded biosensing particles for scalable high density protein detection applications. The dope-coded biosensing particles are hexagonal disks 8 m in diameter and 280 nm thick coded via patterned boron doping. Doping alters the local material and electrical properties of the particle, making it a powerful coding technique: ͑1͒ decoding is flexible, supported by a variety of scanning probe ͓atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒, surface potential AFM, electrostatic AFM͔ [8] [9] [10] or optical tools, ͑2͒ coding is scalable, allowing for bit sizes just tens of nanometers wide, 11 ͑3͒ relative doping intensities, position, and shape allow for a large number of codes, and ͑4͒ particle size and shape remain uniform for consistent protein analysis independent of particle code. Handling of the coded particles is convenient in that use of filters and centrifuges, which damage the particle surfaces and cause aggregation, are completely avoided.
Other coded particle systems have been demonstrated, 6 but none have exhibited strong application as a scalable biosensor. Metallically coded biosensing nanowires, for example, are electrochemically grown in porous membranes with alternating metallic regions for coding. 12 This method of coding results in particles with curved surfaces and variable surface area which greatly hinder the analytical strength of fluorescence detection or other optically based protein detection techniques. In addition, each bit must be a few microns wide for optical readability, limiting its ability to scale down. [12] [13] [14] Elaborate codes result in large length-to-width ratios, making them inherently too fragile for extensive handling, as breakage of these particles leads to false identification.
14 Our dope-coded particles are flat and retain uniform shape and surface area despite subsurface coding differences. DNA coded nanoparticles demonstrate the use of much smaller coded particles for protein detection. 7 Though the particles are individually submicron in size, they must be collectively processed relying upon robotic spotting technology for optical analysis. These DNA-coded particles have also demonstrated use in microfluidic and electrochemical analysis, but these approaches have not demonstrated high density application. 15 To fabricate our dope-coded biosensing particles we first grew 100 nm of sacrificial oxide on a silicon wafer and then deposited 200 nm of polysilicon. The wafer was patterned with photoresist and subjected to boron ion implantation to encode the polysilicon layer. By simply over or under developing the resist patterns, rotating the patterns, overlaying the patterns, and/or changing the dopant and/or substrate, 16 a large number of codes can be generated with only one mask. The convenience of photolithography also allows for fabricating structures below the standard optical size limit, where features below 100 nm are possible using resolution enhancement techniques and extreme UV.
lowed by lift-off in acetone leaving metallic hexagons on the substrate. The substrate was reactive ion etched leaving hexagonal dope-coded polysilicon particles bound to the sacrificial oxide ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. Fabricating the coded particles in this manner leaves the sacrificial oxide/polysilicon interface nearly atomically flat, necessary for convenient protein detection.
Then the samples were exposed to 1-10-decanedithiol chemical vapor to modify the gold layer 18, 19 and then overexposed with buffered HF ͑BHF͒ for 40 min to remove the sacrificial oxide underlayer and slightly etch the doped regions of the polysilicon. This slight selective etching of the doped regions leaves a 1 -2 nm recession, allowing for topographical or optical decoding. The samples were then inverted and lightly pressed onto a subsequent gold coated silicon substrate sandwiching the coded particles. Upon separation of the two substrates, dithiol bonding immobilized the coded particles and transferred them onto the subsequent gold coated substrate exposing the nearly atomically flat polysilicon side of the particles ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. In this new convenient arrangement, the samples were modified with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane through chemical vapor exposure 18 and afterwards with 10 mM glutaraldehyde for 30 min in order to establish the protein linker groups. 20 The samples were exposed to a solution of their corresponding target proteins in 10 mM phosphate buffer solution pH 7.5 for 2 h at room temperature and then let sit overnight in Tris buffer solution 50 mM pH 8 at 4°C to block the remaining aldehyde ends. Afterwards, the samples were exposed to 0.5% Tween 20 in Tris for 30 min at room temperature in order to reduce nonspecific binding. Next, the dopecoded biosensing particles were suspended in Tris buffer soultion. 21 Equal concentrations from each desired solution of suspended dope-coded biosensing particles were extracted and mixed together. The marker proteins were then added to the mixture of biosensing particles and let incubate for 2 h at room temperature. With the assistance of an external magnet, a gold coated substrate was submerged into the suspension to collect the coded particles. This step may be repeated until the desired collected particle density is achieved. Particles landing on their dithiolated face were immobilized, while others were easily rinsed away. Figure 1͑c͒ demonstrates a high density random arrangement of the recollected particles. The particles may be decoded optically ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒, according to their surface potential with a surface potential AFM ͓Fig. 1͑e͔͒, or topographically. Topographical AFM based detection and decoding was demonstrated in this work to emphasize the scalability of the system. 22, 23 For our preliminary coding scheme we fabricated a simple mask of parallel lines 1 m wide and 1 m apart. We chose two simple codes of lines perpendicular and parallel to the hexagonal particle's edge, which were the same mask patterns distinguished by 30°of rotation. The inset image in Fig. 2͑a͒ depicts how the two codes were identified.
The proteins used to demonstrate our system were human IgG as the target proteins and anti-human IgG conjugated 20 nm nanoparticles as the marker proteins. During solid phase target protein immobilization, target protein 10 g / ml human IgG was immobilized onto the parallel coded particles while perpendicular coded particles were selected as the control with no target proteins immobilized onto it. After suspension and mixing, the coded particles were exposed to marker protein 200 ng/ ml anti-human IgG conjugated 20 nm nanoparticles for suspension phase binding. Once collected onto a substrate, an AFM was used to scan the topography, simultaneously decoding the particles and detecting the marker protein nanoparticles. Note that the particle code is obtained regardless of the nanoparticle density measured. Examples of AFM scans are shown in Figs. 2͑b͒ and 2͑c͒ .
The results showed that perpendicular dope-coded control particles and parallel dope-coded particles exhibited an average nanoparticle density of 3.60 and 31.12/ m 2 , respectively ͓Figs. 2͑a͒-2͑c͔͒. As expected, the human IgG modified parallel dope-coded particles exhibited a much higher nanoparticle density count than the unmodified perpendicular dope-coded particles. This is attributed to specific complementary binding between the target human IgG proteins and marker anti-human IgG protein conjugated 20 nm nanoparticles. The low density of nanoparticles observed on the perpendicular dope-coded particles is attributed to nonspecific binding ͑NSB͒ and is nearly that of the background supporting substrate ͓Figs. 2͑b͒ and 2͑c͔͒.
An additional set of experiments was conducted to verify the nonspecific binding levels. During solid phase target protein immobilization, noncomplementary target protein 10 g / ml anti-human IgG was immobilized onto the parallel coded particles while perpendicular coded particles were selected again as the control with no target proteins immobilized onto it. After suspension, mixing, and exposure to marker protein 200 ng/ ml anti-human IgG conjugated 20 nm nanoparticles, only low nanoparticle density levels were observed for parallel dope-coded particles, 3.91/ m 2 ͓Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑d͔͒. As expected, only NSB levels were observed for these particles since the target and marker proteins were noncomplementary.
FIG. 1. Images of dope-coded particle assembly and handling process. ͑a͒ Scanning electron microscope image of hexagonal metal layer ͑25 nm Cr/ 20 nm Ni/ 35 nm Au͒ patterned onto 200 nm dope-coded polysilicon after reactive ion etching to remove the unprotected polysilicon and expose the underlying 100 nm sacrificial oxide layer. ͑b͒ After BHF etching of sacrificial oxide layer, dope-coded particles were stamped and transferred onto a secondary gold coated substrate with polysilicon face up. ͑c͒ After suspension phase protein binding, the particles are recollected and randomly assembled in a high density random arrangement. ͑d͒ The dope-coded particles may be decoded optically, or ͑e͒ with a surface potential scanning probe to observe the doped regions. The extracted portion of the surface potential image demonstrates subsurface decoding of the particle's doped regions while being nearly independent of the surface features.
In summary, we demonstrate dope-coded biosensing particles as a feasible means for scalable protein detection. Several key advantages of dope-coded biosensing particles over conventional spotting based protein detection systems and other coded particles were discussed. Some particular advantages were particle surface area uniformity, scalability to submicron sizes, large coding range, convenient handling, and flexibility of application. AFM based analysis indicated dope-coded biosensing particles modified with complementary target proteins exhibited elevated marker protein binding levels, while particles unmodified or modified with noncomplementary target proteins exhibited only low nonspecific binding levels. AFM based detection and decoding was demonstrated here to emphasize the scalability of the system. The authors would like to thank Dr. Erica Forzani and Dr. Peiming Zhang for helpful discussions and NSF for financial support. 
